
Monday 08/22/2022
Week 1

2nd Performing Arts 7:45am - 3:30pm
PAGr2Lp2 TINGALAYO beat
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1.2a Improvise rhythmic and melodic patterns and musical ideas for a specific purpose.
MU:Pr4.3 Interpret - Develop personal interpretations that consider creators' intent.
MU:Pr6.1.2a Perform music for a specific purpose with expression and technical accuracy.
MU:Pr6.1.2b Perform appropriately for the audience and purpose.
MU:Pr6.1 Present - Perform expressively, with appropriate interpretation and technical accuracy, and in a manner
appropriate to the audience and context.

· demonstrate (DOK 3) rhythmic competency through reading/performing/creating rhythms/movements. Music 1C(a)
· (DOK 1) Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen understanding
· reflect (DOK 1) on and evaluate their experience in arts class. Music 5C(a)
Vocabulary
syncopation – a temporary displacement of the regular metrical accent in music caused typically by stressing the weak
beat

steady beat – the ongoing, steady, repetitive pulse that occurs in songs

rhythm – The way movement is organized in a piece of music, using beat, no beat, long and short sounds, meter, accents,
no accents, tempo, syncopation, etc.

Essential Question
Student Self-assessment / Reflection
“What are ways that we demonstrated rhythm and beat today? What did you notice about everyone in the class using
steady rhythm and beat during the performance?” Please share your experiences with a neighbor and answer the
question "How did we show syncopated rhythm today?"
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Expectations
Engage students in a call and response artist habit of mind introduction chant. “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!
(2x) hands to yourself, one talker-at-a-time and reeeeeespect.... Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!...cha cha cha!”
Context / Purpose
“Boys and girls….today we’re going to learn our expectations in Performing Arts class and collaborate with our new classmates to
learn about rhythm and beat! We will do this by learning our art rules and a new calypso rhythmic tune from the West Indies about a
Donkey called 'Tangalayo.' Next week with Mrs. Barela you will be learning bubble word art. So let’s get started.”
PA-VA CONNECTION PA-VA: We will both be sharing with and practicing expectations of our art classroom.

From the Artist Habits of Mind, we will also practice collaborating, expressing, observing, and reflecting.
Warm-up

The Learner Will (TLW) reflect on procedures and rules of performing art class by singing the new art song learned from
the previous lesson. TLW perform the song 'Welcome Back" as rehearsed in previous lesson.

Rules
• Hands to yourself
• one talker at a time
• respect

Modeling OR Improvisation
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Once the learner reviews and performs previous lesson tunes he/she will be given chopsticks to use as a rhythmic
instrument/manipulative to help understand the words of the day which is "rhythm, beat, steady beat and syncopated
beat." TLW follow teacher as they are lead in a series of introductory rhythms. TTW teach steady beat and have
students practice syncopated and steady rhythms to a new song called "Tangalayo." Every student will learn new ways
to use beat and the syncopated rhythms of the song by exploring their own chopsticks/rhythm sticks. The learner will
(TLW) demonstrate PA competency through performing and collaborating with their classmates.
Studio Time OR Rehearsal & Performance
The Teacher Will (TTW) ASK have you ever heard your mother ( or teachers) emphasize and prolong a syllable of their
names
in coaxing you to do something? (Mi-i-i-i-chael!) Notice that the half notes in this song on Layo seem to
convey the feeling of annoyance--almost whining. The long half notes are a contrast to the quick, crisp,
syncopated rhythm that follows on Come, little donkey, come.
Come, lit-tle don-key come
As you perform rhythms to the song, TTW invite the students to clap or snap or use chopsticks to learn the syncopated
pattern each time it occurs. TLW understand ABA form and how it is used in the song and how to accompany with a
variety or rhythms using chopsticks/rhythm sticks.

WORDS:

Tingalayo

Come little donkey, come

Tingalayo

Come little donkey, come

Me donkey fast, me donkey slow

Me donkey come and me donkey go?

Me donkey hee, me donkey haw

Me donkey sleep in a bed of straw?

Me donkey dance, me donkey sing

Me donkey wearin? a diamond ring?

Me donkey swim, me donkey ski

Me donkey dress elegantly?

Formative Assessments
Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.

Materials / Resources / Technology
Chopsticks, song “Tingalayo”, Bluetooth speaker, Tablet, voice, ukulele
Differentiation / Modifications
I will assist and modify as needed per teacher/IEP/child.
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